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This manual is specific to a Ford Ranger. RepairSurge is compatible with any internet-enabled
computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet device. It is very easy to use and support is always free.
We wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our publishing
agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We know this sounds crazy. It's a stupid
rule in our opinion, but they authorize our manuals and that's what their lawyers require. Here
are some of the comments we have received from users of RepairSurge. These customers have
agreed to allow us to publicly display their testimonials. We know buying anything online is a
risk. Once again, we wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our
publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We'll get you the repair
information you need, every time, or your money back. Manufacturer: Ford. Model: Ranger.
Production Year: Step by Step Instructions. Comprehensive Diagrams. Diagnostic Procedures.
Wiring Diagrams. Here is what you'll get. Step-by-step factory recommended repair instructions.
Unlimited access to personal support reps who are always available to assist you. We can
answer your questions about using the software or help you find the specific information you
need for your Ford Ranger. Free real-time updates! Your manual is updated with revised
information as soon as it is released. Access on your terms. Unlimited access to your Ford
Ranger manual on a yearly basis. We'll get you the repair information you need, every time, or
we'll refund your purchase in full. Can I see what the manual looks like? See our guarantee
below. You are protected in case the manual turns out to not be what you need. What Satisfied
Mechanics Are Saying. Exactly as advertised, quick and easy transaction. Get Your Manual.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed and your online transaction is protected by safe and secure SSL
encryption technology. Throughout these years, it held a considerable market share and rack
up respectable sales figures of over 7 million units sold. This story, just like many other things
in the automotive industry, starts with a crisis. During the 70s, frequent conflicts in the Middle
East hampered supply of crude oil and caused fuel shortages. This made buyers turn their
focus from big, gas-thirsty vehicles to smaller and more efficient variants. This situation caught
the Big Three off-guard, as they had only several models aligned with market demands of that
time. When it comes to pickup trucks, only Japanese manufacturers were prepared for this
environment. Vehicles like Datsun and the original Toyota Hilux started gaining popularity. As a
countermeasure, Ford resorted to stop-gap solutions, just like GM and Chrysler, who partnered
up with Isuzu and Mitsubishi. The first compact pickup truck with blue oval emblem, called
Courier, was a rebranded Mazda B-Series truck. Being designed and manufactured by Mazda
itself, this was a textbook example of badge engineering. These two models shared chassis,
engines, gearboxes and most of the body work. Only noticeable differences were the front grille,
which resembled larger F-series and large single headlights that did away with the small double
ones on the Japanese sibling. Alongside with the Courier, which was a temporary solution from
the start, Ford started developing their own compact pickup truck. Starting in under the
codename Yuma, this project was crucial for Ford and their future role in the light-truck market.
With the upcoming years bringing strict fuel economy and emission standards, all
manufacturers faced challenges of downsizing. This called for lighter vehicles and smaller
engines. To meet these goals, the focus of project Yuma was on flexibility, quality and overall
efficiency. After several years of development, and a considerable amount of money, the first
American compact pickup truck was ready for production. The newly designed truck, now
named Ranger instead of Yuma, featured many improvements and innovations, making it
anything but F-series little brother. Thanks to extensive wind tunnel testing, this truck had a
drag coefficient lower than most family cars of that time. In addition, the use of lightweight
materials such as aluminum and magnesium helped keep the weight down. Another notable
innovation was the twin-beam front suspension, which offered improved road comfort and
driving dynamics than a live axle while keeping the sturdiness for off-road use. Unveiled in the
spring of , the first ever Ranger hit the showroom floors several months ahead of schedule as to
beat the upcoming Chevrolet S to the punch. While the technology underneath it was ahead of
its time, the outer design was quite conservative. Ranger featured body lines that mimicked
those of larger F-series trucks and a flagship LTD, later known as Crown Victoria. With flat
surfaces and straight edges mated to a characteristic front grille and headlight design, it looked
as a scaled-down F The design and general layout of the interior focused on potential buyers
who wanted more than just a work truck. Plenty of space with enough legroom and headroom,
comfortable seats and various other details were some requirements it had to meet. Ranger was
available only as a two-door version, with an extended cab coming as an option. Cargo bed,
although smaller than those of full-size competitors, could still carry a four-foot wide sheet of
material, which is an unofficial industry standard for measuring trunk space. During its lengthy
production run, Ranger offered several engine choices in many variants. There was a
four-cylinder Pinto engine, which came with carburetors or fuel-injection. More powerful models

used a famous Cologne V6 engine, available in several sizes and power outputs. During the last
two years, all-new Vulcan V6 became a standard. There was also a diesel option, first in the
form of the Mazda-sourced engine and the latter as a more powerful unit from Mitsubishi.
Transmission options included four-speed manuals and three-speed auto, with the five-speed
manual and four-speed variants coming in later years. Because of strong competition and
conservative appearance, initial sales of the new Ranger were slow. As time went by, with
additional trim levels and hidden virtues becoming a well known fact, and sales picked up.
Towards the end of the decade, the Ranger became the best selling compact pickup truck in the
US. Following the success of the previous generation, the new Ranger used the same basic
recipe. With most of the chassis and mechanical underpinnings carried over from the old truck,
the focus was on the outer design. Box-like shapes were a thing of the past, as the new car
featured sleek and rounded body lines, with individual design elements that distinguish it from
larger Ford models. Special addition to the lineup was Ranger Splash, which featured
retro-styled step-side bed, chromed wheels and other visual improvements. There was more
space inside the cab, mostly because of a wider cab, which again came in a pair of two-door
variants. Other than redesigned seats and some minor upgrades, the interior saw limited
modifications. There was a focus on safety, with updates including anti-lock brakes, side impact
guard beams and airbags for both driver and passenger. There were no significant changes
under the skin, as the engine range comprised familiar units. Besides a four-cylinder Pinto and
Cologne V6, there was also a newly developed Vulcan V6 engine that offered improved
performance and fuel economy. Being more of a sport truck than a work-horse, this generation
had no diesel option. Besides the five-speed manual and four-speed automatic transmission
options, this generation was the first to offer a five-speed automatic. Just like in the previous
generation, the rear-wheel drive configuration was standard, with an all-wheel drive as an
option. In its third iteration, the Ranger received only a mild visual update, with outer design
being similar to the old version. Notable modifications were lower the hood line, redesigned
fenders, and grille similar to the F of that time. The biggest change was the Super Cab variant,
which was the first truck in this segment to use rear-hinged doors. Just like with body design,
the interior was very similar to that of the previous generation. Unlike conservative exterior and
interior updates, the chassis and drivetrain in general received major improvements. At the
front, a double wishbone suspension replaced the long-running Twin I-Beam setup. Coupled
with rack-and-pinion steering instead of recirculating-ball assembly, this improved both
handling and ride comfort. There was a significant frame redesign, as box sections replaced
C-channel construction for increased structural rigidity. During the beginning several years,
engine options were like those of the previous generation, with a four-cylinder Pinto and several
V6 units. Later during the production, a Mazda sourced four-cylinder engine replaced the aging
Pinto. Similar to the previous generation, transmission choices included both five-speed
manual and automatic, with rear-wheel drive or all-wheel drive variants available. Despite the
huge success achieved throughout all three generations, the sale figures for the Ranger
declined during the s. This was in part because of the increasing competition from both
domestic and import rivals. Another contributing factor was the arrival of SUVs and crossovers,
which targeted similar buyers. While Ford was planning to unveil the fourth generation, the
recession of put a stop to these efforts. Instead, they have dropped the Ranger and focused on
F-series trucks only. Following an 8 year pause, during which it was available in the rest of the
world, the Ranger has returned to North America at the end of The current truck, now positioned
in the mid-size pickup truck segment, uses the Ford T6 truck platform as a base. When
compared, the American version has modified chassis to meet crash standards and increase
payload capacity. On the outside, the new Ranger has a unique body line with a recognizable
front fascia. Unlike previous generations, it shares no design features and elements with bigger
F-series trucks. By combining aggressive headlights with a sleek bumper and grille, designers
achieved an eye-catching sporty look. Cabs come in two four-door variants, while the two-door
option is not available at this time. Further design elements include contrasting fender flares
and a tailgate spoiler for improved aerodynamics. The situation under the hood is
straightforward, with only one power-train combination being available. Although the engine is
only a four-cylinder, it uses a twin-scroll turbocharger combined with direct fuel injection and
multi-valve technology. Thanks to these innovative technical solutions, it develops hp and lb-ft,
making it the most powerful Ranger ever. This engine comes with a speed automatic
transmission, which allows agile performance and improved fuel economy. As with previous
trucks, there are rear-wheel or all-wheel drive variants. I'd love to be emailed when a new, high
quality document is available for my Ford Ranger. My email address is:. By using this website,
you automatically accept that we use cookies. What for? Toggle navigation. Home Workshop
Manuals Ford Ranger. First generation â€” Unveiled in the spring of , the first ever Ranger hit

the showroom floors several months ahead of schedule as to beat the upcoming Chevrolet S to
the punch. Second generation â€” Following the success of the previous generation, the new
Ranger used the same basic recipe. Third generation â€” In its third iteration, the Ranger
received only a mild visual update, with outer design being similar to the old version. Fourth
generation present Following an 8 year pause, during which it was available in the rest of the
world, the Ranger has returned to North America at the end of Get notified for new files? We'll
send you a quick email when a new Ford Ranger document is added. Ford Ranger Workshop
Manual. Ford Ranger Owners Manual. Ford Ranger Misc Document. Related Models. Ford
Official Website. Never miss out: Get notified when new Ford Ranger documents are added.
About Manuals. Connect with us. LKQ Online is listing a used transmission in good, working
condition. No photos of the actual transmission are available. A Stock photo has been used as a
general representation. Warranty covers the transmission case, torque converter included for
automatic transmissions only and all internal components. The warranty does not cover any
external wiring, sensors or other external parts that can be transferred from your current
transmission. There is NO core charge for this transmission. To aid in installation, you get to
keep your current transmission and all attached accessories. This is NOT a manufacturer part
number, and can be disregarded. You will only receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated
in the description. Please do not assume anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of
the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in good working condition unless otherwise noted. We
ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not
originally equipped with the EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to
see if it will fit your application. Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom
installation. Please consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to
prevent these issues from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause.
Re-learning or resetting the Transmission to the vehicle may involve towing Not Driving to a
dealership of same manufacturer in order to be performed. In certain types of Transmissions
the TCM transmission controlling computer is incorporated with the Valve body which may
require the valve body to be replaced. Transfer cases are not included with transmission from
AWD vehicles. Warranty does NOT cover labor, diagnostic, towing or rental car costs. This will
ensure the cooling system is flowing. You may verify with your local dealer if a re-learn is
required for your vehicle. We do not reimburse for this service. Lack of valid business name and
phone number will delay your order. Please provide the business name and phone number
during eBay checkout. Sales Tax may be applicable. You must provide at the time of check out a
day time phone number. You must also provide our authorized Proof of Purchase email at the
time of pick up in order for your item to be released. If not presented you will be turned away
until you have provided the Proof of Purchase this is for your own protection. The Proof of
Purchase will be emailed within 2 business days of receipt of full payment. They will not have
any packaging included. If you will need this type of service please contact us. PayPal Only
Credit Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be
accepted for example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable
sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part
must be located in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in
Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able
to respond to questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to
respond to fitment or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the
answers you are looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle Engine
Size:. Quick Links. See also: Service Manual , Owner's Manual. Table of Contents. Automobile
Ford Ranger Owner's Manual pages. It is dedication to learning what you want, determination to
develop the right concept, and execution of that concept with care, precision, and attention to
detail. Page 5 This guide describes equipment and gives specifications for equipment that was
in effect when this guide was approved for printing. Ford may discontinue models or change
specifications or design without any notice and without incurring obligation. Page 6 If you lose
your Warranty Information Booklet, you can get a new one free of charge. Contact any Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer, or refer to the addresses and phone numbers on the first page of this
owner guide. This optional contract provides service protection for a longer period of time than
the basic warranty that comes with your vehicle. Use only the type of engine oil that Ford
recommends. See Engine oil recommendations in the Index. Page 9: Cleaning The Outside Of
Your Vehicle Ford, however, believes that continual improvement in customer satisfaction is a
high priority. For this reason, Ford has authorized its dealers to repair, at no charge to the
owner, Clean with a tar and road oil remover if necessary. Use a vinyl cleaner for routine
cleaning. Do not clean plastic parts with thinners, solvents or petroleum-based cleaners. Page
Safety Restraints Important Safety Belt Information The use of safety belts helps to restrain you

and your passengers in case of a collision. In most states and in Canada the law requires their
use. Safety belts provide best restraint when: the seatback is upright the occupant is sitting
upright not slouched the lap belt is snug and low on the hips the shoulder belt is snug against
the chest Page 12 Ford recommends that all safety belt assemblies and attaching hardware
should be inspected by a qualified technician after any collision. Safety belt assemblies not in
use during a collision should also be inspected and replaced if either damage or improper
operation is noted. Page 16 Shoulder Belt Height Adjustment Driver and right front passenger
The driver and right front passenger shoulder belt height is adjustable to one of four 4 positions
Regular cab model or five 5 positions Super cab model. To adjust the belt down, push the
release button on the adjuster down and slide the adjuster down. Page 17 Safety Restraints
Shoulder belt height adjuster â€” full up position regular cab models Page 18 Adjusting
shoulder belt height regular cab models Page 19 Safety Restraints Shoulder belt height adjuster
â€” full down position regular cab models Page 20 Shoulder belt height adjuster â€” full up
position SuperCab models Page 21 Safety Restraints Adjusting shoulder belt height SuperCab
models Page 22 Shoulder belt height adjuster â€” full down position SuperCab models Use the
shoulder belt on the outside shoulder only. Never wear the shoulder belt under the arm. Never
swing it around the neck over the inside shoulder. Never use a single belt for more than one
person. You must adjust it to fit snugly around your hips. Do not wear it around your waist. To
fasten the belt, pull the belt across your hips and insert the tongue into the correct buckle on
your seat until you hear a snap and feel it lock. Page 24 Fastening and unfastening the front
center safety belt The lap belts should fit snugly and as low as possible around the hips, not
around the waist. Rear Lap Belt with Retractor Pull the belt out of the retractor with a steady
motion and insert the tongue into the proper buckle until you hear a snap and feel the latch
engage. You can add about eight inches 20 cm to the belt length with a safety belt extension
assembly part number C Page 26 Energy absorbing sew pattern Page Air Bag Supplemental
Restraint System slide bar if equipped , child safety seat tether bracket assemblies if equipped ,
and attaching hardware, should be inspected after any collision. Ford recommends that all
safety belt assemblies used in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. However, if the
collision was Page 28 The Importance of Wearing Safety Belts Safety belts must be worn by all
vehicle occupants to be properly restrained and help reduce the risk of injury in a collision. All
occupants of the vehicle, including the driver, should always wear their safety belts, even when
an air bag Supplemental Restraint System is provided. Page 29 The Importance of Being
Properly Seated In a collision, the air bag must inflate extremely fast to help provide additional
protection for you. In order to do this, the air bag must inflate with considerable force. If you are
not seated in a normal riding position with your back against the seatback, the air bag may not
protect you properly and could possibly hurt you as it inflates. The passenger air bag will
remain off until it is turned on. When the infant seat is removed, turn the air bag on. To turn
Page 31 ON position and the ignition switch is in ON, have the passenger air bag switch
serviced at your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer immediately. The amber OFF light warns the
driver and any passengers that the passenger air bag is turned off. The passenger air bag
should be turned off ONLY when the rear-facing infant seat is installed at the right front or
center front seats. Page 32 How the Air Bag Supplemental Restraint System Operates The Air
Bag Supplemental Restraint System consists of the driver air bag, passenger air bag if
equipped , impact sensors, a system diagnostic module, a readiness light and tone, and the
electrical wiring which connects the components. The location of the air bags and warning
labels Page 33 The driver air bag is in the center of the steering wheel. The right front passenger
seat air bag if equipped is in the upper right hand section of the instrument panel ledge above
the glove compartment. If a collision occurs, the sensors sense the severity of the impact and
activate the air bags if necessary. Page 34 Inflated driver-side air bag If the air bag is not
replaced, the unrepaired area will increase the risk of injury in a collision. Disposal of
supplemental air bag equipped vehicles For disposal of air bags or air bag equipped vehicles,
see your local Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. Air bags MUST be disposed of by qualified
personnel. Safety Restraints for Children In the U. Page 37 Never let a passenger hold a child on
his or her lap while the vehicle is moving. The passenger cannot protect the child from injury in
a collision. To prevent the risk of injury, make sure children sit where they can be properly
restrained. It is extremely dangerous to ride in a cargo area, inside or outside of a vehicle. Ford
recommends the use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap. Install the child safety seat
in a seating position which is capable of providing a tether anchorage. Page 39 All child
restraint systems are designed to be secured in vehicle seats by lap belts or by the lap portion
of a lap-shoulder belt. If you do not properly secure the safety seat, the child occupying the seat
may be injured during a collision or sudden stop. Page 40 You can attach a tether strap anchor
bracket to the cab inner back panel by using a tether anchor kit D74 available at no charge from

any Ford dealer. Read and follow the instructions provided with the kit carefully, for installation
of the child tether strap anchor. Only use the tether attachment hole locations shown in the
illustrations. The tether anchor may not perform properly if the wrong mounting location is
used. Page 42 To improve the fit of lap and shoulder belts on children who have outgrown child
safety seats, Ford recommends use of a belt-positioning booster seat that is labelled as
conforming to all Federal motor vehicle safety standards. Belt-positioning booster Page Starting
Your Ranger If the parking brake is not set and the gearshift is moved out of gear, your vehicle
may move unexpectedly and injure someone. A neutral tow feature is available on your vehicle.
See your dealer for more information. Page 44 Do not leave the vehicle unattended with the
transfer case in the N Neutral position. Always set the parking brake fully and turn off the
ignition when leaving the vehicle. LOCK is the only position that allows you to remove the key.
The LOCK feature helps to protect your vehicle from theft. Page 45 Put the gearshift in 1 First.
Turn the ignition key to OFF. Set the parking brake fully before removing your foot from the
service brake. Push and hold in the key release button. Turn the key to LOCK. Remove the key.
Starting Your Ranger Page Starting Your Vehicle Always set the parking brake fully and make
sure that the gearshift is latched in P Park automatic transmission or 1 First manual
transmission. Do not leave children, unreliable adults, or pets alone in your vehicle. They could
accidentally injure themselves or others through inadvertent operation of the vehicle. Allow the
key to return to the ON position after the engine has started. If you have difficulty in turning the
key, rotate the steering wheel slightly because it may be binding. Page 49 An engine block
heater warms the engine coolant, which improves starting, warms up the engine faster, and
allows the heater-defrost system to respond quickly. Page 50 To prevent electrical shock, do
not use your heater with ungrounded electrical systems or two-pronged cheater adapters. For
best results, plug the heater in at least three hours before you start your vehicle. Using the
heater for longer than three hours will not damage the engine, so you can plug it in at night to
start your vehicle the following morning. Page 51 Check under the vehicle again for leaking fuel.
If you see or smell fuel, do not start your vehicle again. If you do not see or smell fuel, you can
try to start your vehicle again. Page 52 Check all vehicle warning lights before driving your
vehicle. Reset button for fuel pump shut-off switch Guarding Against Exhaust Fumes Carbon
monoxide, although colorless and odorless, is present in exhaust fumes. Take precautions to
avoid its dangerous effects. Never let your vehicle idle in an enclosed area, and do not sit in a
parked vehicle, with the engine running for more than a short period of time. Page 54 Warning
Lights and Gauges The instrument panel dashboard on your vehicle is divided into several
different sections. The illustrations on the following pages show the major parts of the
instrument panel that are described in this chapter. Some items shown may not be on all
vehicles. Page 57 The Mechanical Cluster The following warning lights and gauges are on the
mechanical cluster. All of the warning lights and gauges alert you to possible problems with
your vehicle. Some of the lights listed are optional. The following sections detail what each of
these indicators means. The ABS brake warning light should glow momentarily. Page 59 If any
of these things happen, even intermittently, have the air bag system serviced at your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer immediately. This yellow indicator light illuminates whenever the
passenger air bag is turned off and the ignition is on. Page 62 Warning Lights and Gauges
misfiring while the last of the fuel was being consumed. After refueling, the Check Engine
Warning Light will turn off after the vehicle has completed three consecutive warm up cycles
without a misfire condition occurring. A warm up cycle consists of engine start from a cold
condition engine at ambient temperature and running until the engine reaches normal operating
temperature. When the light is on, the transmission does not shift into overdrive. Depressing
the button on the shifter once more returns the vehicle to overdrive mode. The light should go
off when the engine starts and the alternator begins to charge. If the light stays on or comes on
when the engine is running, have the electrical system checked as soon as possible. The fuel
reset light will come on when you turn the ignition key to ON and the fuel pump shut-off switch
has been triggered. Refer to Fuel pump shut-off switch in the Index to find additional
information. Refer to Engine oil in the Index. If you do not follow these instructions, you or
others could be injured. To assure an accurate reading, your vehicle should be on level ground.
Page 68 Warning Lights and Gauges High Beam Light This light comes on when the headlamps
are turned on high beam or when you flash the lights. Page 69 Fuel gauge â€” mechanical
cluster Fuel gauge â€” mechanical cluster with tachometer Engine Coolant Temperature Gauge
This gauge tells you the temperature of the engine coolant, not the coolant level. If the coolant
is not at its proper level or mixture, the gauge indicator will not be accurate. Page 70 Warning
Lights and Gauges Turn off the engine. If you do not stop the engine as soon as safely possible,
severe engine damage could result. Let the engine cool. Check the coolant level following the
instructions on checking and adding coolant to your engine. Page 71 Speedometer The

speedometer tells you how many miles kilometers per hour your vehicle is moving. The purpose
of this device is to maintain peak vehicle speed below a specified limit. Simply set the trip
odometer to zero by pressing the reset button firmly when beginning the distance you wish to
measure. This function is designed to protect the engine and should be considered normal
operation. Page 75 The main controls for the climate control system, lights, lamps, clock, and
radio are on the instrument panel. NOTE: Any cleaner or polish that increases the gloss shine of
the upper part of the instrument panel should be avoided. The dull finish in this area is to help
protect the driver from undesirable windshield reflection. The function selector control knob
allows you to select heating or cooling and determine where the air will be directed. The
temperature control knob setting determines the temperature of the air that flows into the
vehicle. Climate control knobs To turn your air conditioner and heater system on, select any
position except OFF. Page 77 H Fan speed adjustment The H left knob on the control is the fan
control knob which controls the volume of air flow. Rotate the H knob to the right to increase
fan speed and increase the amount of air entering the vehicle. Page 78 S Panel and Floor Select
S to direct airflow to the floor and through the instrument panel registers at the same time. This
selection can be used to either heat or cool your vehicle. Page 79 Do not put objects under the
front seats that interfere with the flow of air to the back seat area. Remove any snow, ice, or
leaves from the air intake area of your air conditioner and heater system that could block the air
intake. Page 80 Instrument Panel Controls Temperature selection The temperature control knob
is the rotating knob located at the center of the control with tapered red and blue bands
surrounding most of the knob. The wide red part of the band full right is the heat or warmer
area. The wide blue area full left is the cool or unheated temperature area. V Defrost Select V to
obtain maximum air flow to the windshield. Rotate the temperature knob into the red area for the
air temperature required to defrost. Rotate fully upward to operate courtesy and cargo lamps.
Headlamp control knob Fog Lamps If equipped The fog lamps switch is located on the
instrument panel to the right of the radio and climate control. Page 83 Fog lamp switch The fog
lamps act as a supplement to the low beam headlamps under limited visibility conditions such
as rain, snow, dust or fog and operate only when the low beam headlamps are on. To maximize
fog lamp bulb life it is recommended that the fog lamp switch be turned off after each use prior
to turning off the headlamps. Turn on your headlamps at dusk. Failure to do so may result in a
collision. Lighting Up the Instrument Panel and the Interior of Your Vehicle The instrument
panel lights can be turned on by turning the headlamp knob toward either the first or second
position. Page 85 Cleaning the Interior Lamps Your interior dome lamps and map lamps are
plastic and should be cleaned with a mild detergent diluted in water. Rinse them with clear
water. You can turn the individual map lamps on or off by sliding the switch to the left or right.
To turn off, slide the switch to the middle. Page Steering Column Controls The controls on the
steering column and wheel are designed to give you easy access to the controls while you are
driving. Interval wiper on turn signal lever To set the interval wipers, rotate the knob at the end
of the turn signal lever toward or away from the instrument panel to the interval operation you
desire. Gearshift Lever Automatic transmission only The gearshift lever on your Ranger is
mounted on the steering column. For additional information, refer to the Warning Lights and
Gauges chapter. Hazard Flasher The hazard flasher is used to alert other drivers to hazardous
situations. Page 91 To use the hazard flasher: Push in the flasher button; it will pop out and the
lamps will begin to flash. To stop the flashers, push in the flasher button again. NOTE: The
flasher button will be sticking up slightly higher when on than when off. Page 92 Horn To sound
the horn, press the center of the horn pad. Check the horn regularly to make sure it operates
properly. You could lose control of the vehicle and injure someone. Page 93 To change the
position of the steering wheel, push the release lever under the steering column away from you.
Tip the steering wheel to the desired position. Pull the lever back into place to lock the steering
wheel. Be sure the steering wheel locks in a notch. It is not infinitely adjustable. This will set
your speed. If you keep this switch pressed, your speed will continue to increase and will not be
set until the switch is released. Take your foot off the accelerator pedal. Your vehicle will
maintain the speed you set. Page 95 Do not use the speed control in heavy traffic or on roads
that are winding, slippery, or unpaved. In mountainous areas, at higher elevations, or when
pulling a trailer, the speed control may not be able to maintain the preset speed with the
transmission in j Overdrive. Page 96 Transmission control switch Accelerating With the Speed
Control Operating You can use the accelerator pedal to speed up momentarily. When you take
your foot off the accelerator, the vehicle will return to the set speed. Page 98 Resuming a Set
Speed If you press the brake pedal, the speed control is cancelled. Page 99 Features Your
vehicle has a variety of features designed for your comfort, convenience and safety. Read this
chapter to find out about standard and optional features. Doors Door Handles and Locks Inside
handles Page When open, the tailgate load should not exceed lbs kgs. If you want to load heavy

items onto your vehicle, Ford recommends that you load them one at a time, directly on the bed
floor to avoid damage to the tailgate or its supports. Page Features Features To release the
tailgate: Open the tailgate as directed above, but support it to allow for slack in the cables at
both sides. Use a coin or similar object to pry the spring clip on each upper cable connector
past the head of the support screw. Page Tailgate removal Do not drive your vehicle with the
tailgate open unless there is a load holding it in place. Power Door Locks If equipped The power
door lock switches are located in the front doors. To lock all doors push the switch marked s.
To unlock all doors push the switch marked s. Page Features Remote Entry System If equipped
If your vehicle has the remote entry system, you can lock or unlock the vehicle doors without
using a key. The remote also has a personal alarm feature. The buttons for the system are
located on the hand held transmitter that came with your vehicle. Page and the parking lamps
will flash. If a door is open or ajar, the horn will give two short chirps warning you that a door is
open. Page Replacement batteries can be purchased at most pharmacies, watch stores or at
your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. NOTE: The operating range of the remote entry system
can also be affected by weather conditions such as very cold temperatures or structures around
the vehicle buildings, other vehicles, radio and TV towers, etc. This is necessary to prevent
further unauthorized use of the lost transmitter. You can also purchase additional transmitters
up to 4 transmitters can be used from your dealer. Page Battery Saver Battery Saver When the
ignition is turned off, the vehicle will turn off battery voltage to all of these lights after 40
minutes: glove box, engine compartment, overhead console, mirror, courtesy and interior
including cargo lamps. This will prevent draining of the battery if these lights have been left on
inadvertently or if a door is not completely closed. Page If a door is open, the anti-theft system
is prearmed and waiting for all doors to close. Close all doors Once all doors are closed, if any
were open, the system will begin a 30 second countdown to become armed. Page When
unlocking the vehicle with a key, turn the key all the way to the end of its travel or the system
may not disarm. NOTE: The flashing lights and honking horn will shut off automatically within 2
minutes 45 seconds after the system is triggered. Page Sliding rear window operation SuperCab
quarter windows if equipped To open the optional flip quarter windows on the Ranger SuperCab
models, follow the operating instructions shown in the following illustration. SuperCab flip open
quarter window Page Using the Power Windows If equipped Each door has a power control that
opens and closes the window on that door. Page Seats Head Restraints If you use them
properly, head restraints are intended to help protect your head and neck in a collision. Adjust
the head restraints so that the cushion contacts the back of your head when you move your
head rearward. If you have a front bench seat, you can adjust the front seat head restraints for
your comfort and protection. Page Release the lever to lock the seat in its new position. Make
sure the seat locks securely in place. Adjusting the bench seat Adjusting the bucket seat
SuperCab To move the front seat forward or rearward: Find the adjustment bar at lower front of
the front seat. Lift bar upward to unlatch the seat. Page Move the seat to the desired position.
Release the bar to latch the seat in its new position. Make sure the seat latches securely in
place. Do not pile cargo higher than the seatbacks to avoid injuring people in a collision or
sudden stop. Page To reduce the risk of serious injury in a collision, children should always
ride with the seatback upright. Reclining Bucket Seats If equipped If your vehicle is equipped
with the optional reclining bucket seat, you can tilt the seatback up to 30 degrees rearward. On
the side of the seat, find the handle for the recliner. To stow the seat, pull seat bottom back to
the fully upright position. The jump seats should be kept in the stored position for easier access
to the rear cab area. Page Do not install a child seat in a center facing jump seat. Tilt Slide Seat
If equipped SuperCab only With the front seatback tilted forward, the tilt slide seat can be
moved to provide additional entry space to access the rear seat compartment of the vehicle. Tilt
slide seat Prior to operating the vehicle, check to ensure that the seat assembly is locked by
pushing or pulling the seat forward or rearward. If seat does not lock, repeat steps 2 and 3.
Locking tilt slide seat Page To operate the seat adjuster: To adjust the seats forward or
rearward, locate the release bar at the lower front area of the seat cushion. Lift the release bar
and hold until the desired seat position is obtained, then release the bar to relock the seat. Page
Using the Power Seats If equipped If your vehicle has the power seat option, you can adjust it in
several directions. The controls are on the outboard side of the seat. Power lumbar and side
bolsters switch â€” sport bucket seat Cleaning the Seats Fabric Remove dust and loose dirt
with a whisk broom or a vacuum cleaner. Select the right or left mirror by moving the selector
switch to the right or left. Move the control knob in the direction you want to move the mirror.
Page Features Console If equipped Your vehicle may have a full console. The full console has
the features shown in the illustration below. The features on the console â€” bucket seats On
manual transmission vehicles, the cupholders are located on the floor on either side of the
gearshift lever. On automatic transmission vehicles a removable consolette is located on the

floor. Page Features Floor mounted cupholders â€” manual transmission Floor mounted
cupholders â€” automatic transmission Page To remove the automatic transmission consolette:
Pull the adjustable portion of each cupholder from the consolette. Remove the rubber pad at the
bottom of each cupholder. Lift the consolette from the floor and secure it in a safe place. Press
again to turn it off. Page How to tune radio stations There are four ways for you to tune in a
particular station. These buttons can be used to select up to 6 preset AM stations and 12 FM
stations 6 in FM1 and 6 in FM2 Follow the easy steps below to set these buttons to the desired
frequencies: Select a band, then select a frequency. How to insert a tape Your cassette tape
player is equipped with power loading. Once you insert a tape and push slightly with the open
edge to the right , the loading mechanism draws the tape the rest of the way in and play will
begin after a momentary tape tightening process. Push the left b side to seek the previous tape
selection. Page In order to keep your cassette tape player performing the way it was meant to,
read and follow these simple precautions: Using a Ford Cassette Cleaning Cartridge to clean
the tape player head after hours of play will help maintain the best playback sound and proper
tape operation. The time will continue to be displayed until a radio or tape function is chosen.
After approximately 10 seconds, the time will again appear in the display. Both changers are
controlled with buttons on the Audio System. Figure 2 Load discs into the disc magazine slots
numbered 1 through 6 one at a time with labeled surfaces upward, starting with bottom slot
number 1 Figure 3. Figure The compression feature will bring these soft and loud passages
closer together for a more consistent listening level. Page CD format. Because of this, a new
disc that is free of dust and scratches could be defective and may not play on your Ford
Compact Disc Player. If play does not begin after the CD button is pushed: The radio is not on.
Page If the sound skips: Badly scratched discs or extremely rough roads will cause the sound
to skip. Skipping will not damage the disc player or scratch the discs. How to take care of and
clean the CD Changer and discs To ensure the continued performance of your CD Changer
carefully read the following precautions: Always handle a disc by the edge. Manual tuning
adjusts your radio to any allowable broadcast frequency, whether or not a station is present on
that frequency. Page Follow the easy steps below to set these buttons to the desired
frequencies: Select a band, then select a frequency. Press one of the memory preset buttons
and hold the button until the sound returns. That station is now held in memory on that button.
Page NOTE: Illuminated bars in the display show relative levels of bass and treble, and
positions of speaker balance and fader functions left to right, front to rear. How to set the clock
Turn the radio on. Press the left b side of the button to decrease hours. Page Electronic Sound
Systems When the radio waves are reflected off objects or structures, the reflected signal
cancels the normal signal, causing the antenna to pick up noise and distortion. Cancellation
effects are most prominent in metropolitan areas, but also can become quite severe in hilly
terrain and depressed roadways. Page Ask your dealer for a copy of this limited warranty.
Service At Ford Electronics, we stand behind our audio systems with a comprehensive service
and repair program. If anything should go wrong with your Ford audio system, return to your
dealer for service. If this condition persists, damage to the transmission could occur. The
transmission control switch is located on the end of the gearshift lever. You can put the
gearshift in any of the several positions. The positions of the column-mounted gearshift
Transmission control switch located on the end of the gearshift lever Hold the brake pedal down
while you move the gearshift lever from position to position. Page N Neutral With the gearshift
in the N Neutral position, the vehicle can be started and is free to roll. Hold the brake pedal
down while in this position. Driving When to use j Overdrive This is the normal driving position.
As the vehicle picks up speed, automatic upshifts to second, third and fourth gears will occur
when j Overdrive is chosen on the selector and the transmission control switch has not been
pressed. Page Driving Your Ranger Transmission control switch located on the end of the
gearshift lever To return the transmission to the normal j Overdrive operation, press the
transmission control switch again. This position locks the transmission and prevents the rear
wheels from turning. To securely latch the gearshift in the P Park position, pull it toward you,
push it completely counterclockwise against the stop, and then push it toward the instrument
panel. Page Manual Transmission Operation These actions will seriously reduce clutch life.
Driving with your foot resting on the clutch may cause the vehicle to jerk sharply when pressing
or removing your other foot from the accelerator. Driving Your Ranger Page Shifting the Gears
The gearshift for a manual transmission is mounted on the floor. The gearshift pattern consists
of seven positions: Neutral, five forward gears, and Reverse. Page If R Reverse is not engaged,
continue to push the clutch pedal in while you put the gearshift back into Neutral. Then, release
the clutch pedal for a moment and repeat steps 2 through 5. Page Parking To park your vehicle,
apply the service brake pedal, and shift into N Neutral while still maintaining pressure on the
service brake. Set the parking brake fully. Shift into first and turn off the ignition. Power steering

uses energy from the engine to help steer your vehicle. If the amount of effort needed to steer
your vehicle changes at a constant vehicle speed, have the power steering system checked.
This increases traction, enabling you to drive your 4x4 over terrain and road conditions not
travelled normally by two-wheel drive vehicles. Page Transfer case selections Four-wheel drive
operation 4H or 4L on dry pavement is not recommended. Operating the vehicle in four-wheel
drive on dry pavement will increase tire wear, decrease fuel economy, and make four-wheel
drive disengagement difficult for the transfer case. Page 2H and 4H or 4H to 2H may take place
at any speed. Page NOTE: Do not drive the vehicle with the left and right manual locking hubs
set to different positions. To shift from 4H to 2H: Move the transfer case shift lever forward to
the 2H position. This can be done at any speed. However, the front driveline will remain
engaged to the front wheels until the manual locking hubs are disengaged. Operating the
vehicle in four-wheel drive on dry pavement will increase noise, vibration, tire wear, decrease
fuel economy, and make four-wheel drive disengagement difficult for the transfer case. If either
light flashes, take your vehicle in for service. Page For prolonged two-wheel drive operation on
dry pavement, disengagement of the automatic locking hubs, which is not required for
two-wheel drive operation, stops all movement of front-wheel drive components while operating
in two-wheel drive. Page During axle break-in or operation in extremely cold temperatures, the
automatic locking hubs may not release completely. It may be necessary to drive the vehicle for
10 to 15 minutes before repeating the release procedure. Page If the ignition system gets wet,
the vehicle may stall. Once through water, always try the brakes. Wet brakes do not stop the
vehicle as effectively as dry brakes. Drying can be improved by moving your vehicle slowly,
while applying light pressure on the brake pedal. Page After driving through mud, clean off
residue stuck to rotating driveshafts and tires. Excess mud stuck on tires and rotating
driveshafts causes an imbalance which could damage drive components. NOTE: If the
transmission and transfer case is submerged in water, their fluids should be checked and
changed, if necessary. Page These two circuits are supplied by a common hydraulic brake fluid
reservoir, with a fluid level sensor. The brake light in the instrument cluster will light for low
brake fluid in the common brake fluid reservoir. Page An increase in pedal travel will result in
reduced braking capability. The brake system should be checked immediately. This system
prevents at least one and often both rear wheels from completely locking up when the brakes
are applied in a panic stop, for example. Page Anti-lock stop will diminish braking effectiveness.
During an Anti-lock stop, the driver will notice a brake pedal pulsation and hear some noise
from the engine compartment. This is an indication that the 4WABS system is working correctly
and is normal. Page Anti-lock system. Should the Anti-lock system activate unexpectedly or the
Anti-lock Warning Light illuminate after installation of such a unit, have the installation of the
unit checked. It may be necessary to repeat this operation to properly seat new brake linings
and pads. Page Stopping Distances Stopping distances vary with different loads and driving
conditions. Use caution when encountering new conditions and acquaint yourself with vehicle
performance. Take full advantage of engine braking power when slowing down. Applying the
Brakes Apply the brake pedal gradually. Page With the transfer case in N Neutral , the vehicle is
free to move with either the automatic transmission in P Park or with the manual transmission
in any driving gear. Page Do not leave the vehicle unattended with the transfer case in the N
Neutral position. To release the parking brake, press the service brake pedal with your right foot
and hold the parking brake pedal down with your left foot while you pull the parking brake
release lever. Page For 4x4 vehicles, engage 4WD, and try to drive away. Driving too fast for
conditions creates the possibility of loss of vehicle control. Driving at very high speeds for
extended periods of time may result in damage to vehicle components. Page Pump the brake
pedal steadily and evenly to avoid locking your front wheels except with 4WABS. Consider
using one of the lower gears. For 4x4 vehicles, engage 4WD, and try to drive slowly away. Page
Shift in a steady rhythm between forward and reverse gears. Allow the transmission to fully
engage, then press lightly on the accelerator. Do not rock the vehicle for more than a few
minutes. Page engine and transmission, causing damage to both. In addition, other vehicle
systems and components may also be damaged. The tires may fail and injure a passenger or
bystander. Driving With a Heavy Load There are limits to the amount of weight your vehicle can
carry or tow. Page Driving Your Ranger Secure all items in cargo area to prevent them from
falling out and creating a safety hazard on the roadway. Cargo tie-down holes Page Cargo
tie-down hooks â€” Splash pickup box Loading sheets of building material Four-foot cm wide
sheets of building or other material will not fit flat on the pickup box floor. For heavier trailer
applications, refer to the towing information found later in this chapter. Stay within the load
limits when you tow. Carefully and thoroughly prepare your vehicle for towing, making sure to
use the right equipment and to attach it properly. Page Be sure everyone in your vehicle is in a
seat and using a safety belt properly. Each additional item of equipment affects how much

cargo a vehicle can carry. If a vehicle is overloaded, performance will suffer and service
concerns may arise. Page The following is a typical example of a Safety Compliance
Certification Label and an explanation of how this information should be used: Safety
Compliance Certification Label Do not use the sample numbers on the Safety Compliance
Certification Label shown. Use the actual numbers from your vehicle certification label. Page It
is important to remember that GVW is not a limit or a specification. If the owner piles on more of
a load and weighs it again, that becomes the GVW. Page The trailer weight range is a specified
range by weight, which the trailer must fall within, ranging from zero to the maximum trailer
weight rating. NOTE: Ranger pick-ups are not recommended for slide-in camper usage.
Calculating The Load To know how much weight your vehicle can carry Page Driving Your
Ranger Sample label If you suspect that your payload is excessive, have your vehicle weighed
at a highway weigh station or appropriate commercial facility. Weigh the total vehicle and trailer
if applicable , then separately weigh the vehicle at the front and rear wheels. Page Use this chart
to perform your calculations. Page passengers, accessory equipment and cargo. This weight
must be included in capacity calculations when determining if the vehicle is loaded within safe
limits. Page Driving Your Ranger Page If you are not certain that you are using the right
equipment in the proper manner, see your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. Hitches For towing
trailers up to 2, lb kg , use a weight carrying hitch and ball which uniformly distributes the trailer
tongue loads through the underbody structure. Page NOTE: The rated capacities as shown in
this guide for trailer towing with the factory bumper are only valid when the trailer hitch ball is
installed directly into the ball hole in the bumper. Addition of bracketry to either lower the hitch
ball position or extend the hitch ball rearward will significantly increase the loads on the
bumper and its attachments. Page Shift back to j Overdrive whenever practical for optimum
powertrain cooling and fuel economy. This can be accomplished by pushing in the transmission
control switch which is located on the end of the gearshift lever. Page When descending a steep
grade with a trailer, operate in Drive rather than Overdrive. If additional braking is needed, shift
the automatic transmission gearshift into 2 Second gear or 1 Low. Servicing Your Vehicle If You
Tow If you tow a trailer for a long distance, your vehicle will need to be serviced more frequently
than usual. Page Set the parking brake fully. Shift an automatic transmission into Park P. Put
the gearshift of a manual transmission in Reverse. If your vehicle is equipped with four-wheel
drive make sure the transfer case is not in Neutral. Ford recommends that you DO NOT make
modifications such as adding or removing parts like lift kits, stabilizer bars or snowplowing
equipment or by using replacement parts non-equivalent to the original factory equipment. If
this happens, you may be able to jump-start your vehicle with a booster battery. The gases
around the battery can explode if exposed to flames, sparks, or lit cigarettes. Page Do not
push-start your vehicle. You could damage the catalytic converter. For further information, see
Jumper Cables in the Index. To avoid damage or injury, follow these directions in the order they
are given. If in doubt, call for road service. Preparing Your Vehicle Your vehicle has a volt
starting system, so you need to use a volt jumper system. Most jumper cables have a red cable
and a black cable. Page Attaching jumper cables Jump-Starting Make sure that the jumper
cables are not in the way of moving engine parts, then start the booster vehicle. Run the engine
at a moderate speed. Let the discharged battery charge for a few minutes and then start the
disabled vehicle. If you need to replace your battery, see Battery in the Servicing Your Ranger
chapter. Changing a Tire If you get a flat tire while you are driving, do not apply the brake
heavily. Page It is not recommended that the vehicle be operated in the 4WD modes with a
temporary spare. Extended operation in 4WD with a temporary spare may result in damage to
powertrain components. Page drive through an automatic car wash with this tire. Because the
temporary spare tire is smaller than a conventional tire, it reduces the ground clearance. Your
vehicle may get caught in the rails and it could be damaged. Spare Tire Location The spare tire
for your vehicle is stowed at the rear under the frame. Page To remove the spare tire: Use the
hex portion of the lug nut wrench to remove the bolt that fastens the hinge to the channel.
Swing the hinge away and lower the channel. Unscrew the retaining bolt using the tapered end
of the lug nut wrench through the eye of the bolt. Page Preparing to Change the Tire NOTE: To
lift your vehicle by other than the front or rear jacking points, be sure to use only hoist adapters
with a wide contact surface. Make sure that your vehicle will not move or roll. If you have an
automatic transmission, put the gearshift in Park. The jack handle is stowed under the hood on
the radiator support. Jack stowage Jack stowage Page Insert the tapered end of the lug nut
wrench behind wheel covers or hubcaps and twist off. Use only the lug nut wrench provided to
remove wheel ornaments. Not using the tapered end of the lug nut wrench at the pry-off notches
may result in damage to the finish of the wheel and ornament. Page Front axle jacking point c.
Turn the jack handle clockwise until the wheel is a maximum of one inch off the ground. Page
To lessen the risk of personal injury, do not put any part of your body under the vehicle while

changing a tire. Do not start the engine when your vehicle is on the jack. The jack is only meant
for changing the tire. Remove the lug nuts with the lug nut wrench. Page Lug nut tightening
sequence Use of wheels or lug nuts other than original equipment could cause damage to the
wheel or mounting system and allow the wheels to come off while the vehicle is in motion.
Replace any wheel covers, ornaments, or hub caps that your vehicle has. Page Retighten the
wheel lug nuts to the specified torque at miles km of new vehicle operation and at intervals
specified in the Maintenance Schedule and Record booklet. Also retighten to the specified
torque at miles km of operation after any wheel change or any time the lug nuts are loosened.
Page Towing Your Vehicle If you need to have your vehicle towed, contact a professional towing
service or, if you are a member, your roadside assistance center. However, slingbelt towing is
acceptable. Ranger without rear bumper The recommended method to tow your Ranger is with
flatbed or wheel lift equipment. Page Roadside Emergencies When calling for a tow truck, tell
the operator what kind of vehicle you have. A towing manual is available from Ford Motor
Company for all authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck driver refer to this manual
for the proper Page Recreational Towing â€” All wheels on the ground Towing your vehicle can
be successfully performed by following the appropriate guidelines for the type of powertrain on
the vehicle to be towed. The following guidelines, by powertrain combination, are designed to
ensure that the transmission is not damaged due to insufficient lubrication. Page 4 x 2 â€”
Manual transmission Release the parking brake. Place the transmission gearshift in the neutral
position. Refer to service manual for proper driveshaft torque specification. You may, however,
take your vehicle to any authorized Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. Page Ford Motor Company
vehicles. The Dispute Settlement Board may not be available in all states. The Board reviews
unresolved warranty performance complaints on Ford, Mercury and Lincoln cars and Ford and
Mercury Light Trucks under warranty that have not been resolved by a dealer or Ford Motor
Company, except those involving Page It will also provide you with a form to indicate your
acceptance or rejection of an award decision. The decisions of the Board are binding on the
dealer and Ford, but customers may have other options available to them under state or federal
law. Page Board address. At the same time, your dealer and Ford Motor Company
representative are asked to submit statements. To review your case properly, the Board needs
the following Please have the following information available when contacting Page Middle
East, contact the nearest Ford dealership. If the dealership cannot help you, write to: If you are
in other foreign countries, contact the nearest Ford dealership. If the dealership cannot help
you, they can direct you to the appropriate Ford affiliate office. Page Accessories Accessories
Ford Accessories for Your Vehicle Ford has many fine products available from your dealer to
clean your vehicle and protect its finishes. For best results, use the following, or products of
equivalent quality: A wide selection of accessories is available through your local authorized
dealer. Page Safety, Comfort, and Convenience Page NOTE: Because we have no control over
the installation, design, or manufacture of such systems, Ford cannot assume responsibility for
any adverse effects or damage that may result if you use this equipment. Page Accessories
When we can, we design parts that do not need to be serviced. We want to make servicing your
vehicle as easy as possible. To help you: We highlight do-it-yourself items in yellow in the
engine compartment so that you can find them easily. Call your local recycling center to find out
about recycling automotive fluids. Precautions When Servicing Your Vehicle Be especially
careful when inspecting or servicing your vehicle. Here are some general precautions for your
safety: If you must work with the engine running, avoid wearing loose clothing or jewelry that
could get caught in moving Page N Neutral position. Block the wheels. This will prevent your
vehicle from moving unexpectedly. Do not start your engine with the air cleaner removed and
do not remove it while the engine is running. Page Opening the Hood Pull the hood release
handle, located below the steering column. Hood release handle While applying upward
pressure on the hood, lift the hood latch handle located in the opening between the hood and
upper portion of the grille near the center, to your left, as you face the front of the vehicle. Page
Be sure to oil the hood latch every six months to maintain smooth operation. Always attempt to
lift the hood after closing to be sure it is securely latched. Servicing Your Ranger The following
pages show diagrams of each engine type and where to find items that you should regularly
service. Page Filling The Fuel Tank Cleaning the Engine A clean engine is more efficient
because a buildup of grease and dirt acts as an insulator, keeping the engine warmer than
usual. Extreme care must be used if a power washer is used to clean the engine. The high
pressure fluid could penetrate sealed parts and assemblies causing damage or malfunctions.
Page To replace and secure the fuel cap; place it in position and rotate it clockwise until it clicks
ratchets. Doing so will not damage or break the fuel cap. The ratcheting mechanism allows the
fuel cap to be sealed without overtightening. Page If you lose the fuel cap, replace it with an
authorized Motorcraft or equivalent part. If you do not use the proper fuel cap, the pressure in

the fuel tank can damage the fuel system or cause it to work improperly in a collision. Using
leaded fuel is prohibited by federal law. Your warranty may not apply if your vehicle is damaged
because you used the wrong fuel. Vehicle inspection programs may detect misfueling. Under
these circumstances, you may be required by law to make costly repairs at your own expense.
Fuel Quality If you are experiencing starting, rough idle or hesitation problems when the engine
is cold, it may be caused by fuel Page If any fuel is swallowed, call a physician or poison control
center immediately. Do not delay calling a physician merely because no adverse effects are
noticed at first; the toxic effects of fuels may not become apparent for many hours. Page If
gasoline is swallowed, do not induce vomiting. If a gasoline-methanol blend is swallowed,
induce vomiting under the direction of a physician or poison control center. Gasoline and
gasoline-methanol blends may contain small amounts of carcinogens, such as benzene.
Long-term exposure to unleaded gasoline vapors has caused cancer in laboratory animals.
Page In metric, multiply the number of liters used by and divide the answer by the number of
kilometers traveled. This will give you the number of liters used per km. The EPA fuel economy
estimate is not a guarantee that you will achieve the fuel economy shown. Page Checking and
Adding Engine Oil Since the proper amount of engine oil is important for safe engine operation,
check the oil using the dipstick each time you put fuel in your vehicle. Remember the engine
must be off, the oil must be warm and the vehicle must be parked on level ground. Page
Servicing Your Ranger It may be necessary to add some oil between oil changes. NOTE: Always
dispose of used automotive fluids in a responsible manner. Page When you are sure that all the
pressure has been released, use the cloth to turn and remove cap. Stand away from the radiator
opening. Hot steam may blow out or hot engine coolant may even splash out. Page Be careful
not to add engine coolant to the windshield washer fluid reservoir. If sprayed on the windshield,
engine coolant could make it difficult to see through the windshield. Ford Premium Engine
Coolant is an optimized formula that will protect all metals and rubber elastomers used in Ford
cooling systems for 4 years or 50, miles 80, km. Do not use alcohol or methanol antifreeze or
any engine coolants mixed with alcohol or methanol antifreeze. Refer to the chart on the coolant
container to ensure the coolant concentration in your vehicle is such that the coolant will not
freeze at the temperature level in which you drive during winter months. Page Visual inspection
can determine if the washer fluid is adequate. Do not operate the washer when the reservoir is
empty. Do not put windshield washer fluid in the container for the engine coolant. Page Adding
windshield washer fluid Use specially formulated windshield washer fluid rather than plain
water, because specially formulated washer fluids contain additives that dissolve road grime.
Page To remove wiper blade assembly from wiper mounting arm, depress lock tab and push
wiper mounting arm away from wiper blade assembly. To install wiper blade assembly, pull
wiper mounting arm down on wiper blade until lock tab is engaged. Page Replacing the wiper
blades Page If you do not take these precautions, your tires may fail or go flat. Ford Motor
Company recommends obeying posted speed limits. Page Tire inspection and maintenance
Inspect the tire treads, and remove stones, nails, glass or other objects that may be wedged in
the tread grooves. Check for holes or cuts that may permit air to leak from the tire, and make the
necessary repairs. Inspect the tire side walls for cuts, bruises and other damage. Page If your
light truck has a temporary spare tire, do not include it in the tire rotation pattern. Page Tire
rotation pattern After each rotation, adjust individual tire pressure as specified on the Safety
Compliance Certification Label. Tighten wheel lug nuts to the required torque specification and
retighten again after miles km. Page Make sure that all tires are the same size, speed rating, and
load-carrying capacity. Use only the tire combinations recommended on the decal. If you do not
follow these precautions, your vehicle may not drive properly and safely. Page Ford. Page
Failure to follow these precautions may adversely affect the handling of the vehicle and make it
easier to lose control and roll over. Page Install tire chains on rear tires; use of chains on front
tires is not recommended. Local regulations may prohibit or restrict the use of tire chains.
Investigate the laws and regulations in your area before installing chains. Page Put the chains
on tightly with the ends held down securely. Verify that no chain touches any wiring, brake
lines, or fuel lines. Drive slowly. If you can hear the chains rub or bang against your vehicle,
stop the vehicle and tighten the chains. The Motorcraft maintenance-free battery does not
require additional water during its life of service. The vents are part of the cover and cannot be
removed. For longer, trouble-free operation, keep the top of the battery clean and dry. Page Help
Us Protect Our Environment Ford Motor Company strongly recommends that used lead-acid
batteries be returned to an authorized recycling facility for disposal. Page Automatic
Transmission Fluid 34, km if under severe duty conditions. However, if the transmission is not
working properly, for instance, the transmission may slip or shift slowly, or you may notice
some sign of fluid leakage, the fluid level should be checked. Page It is preferable to check the
transmission fluid level at normal operating temperature, after approximately 20 miles 30 km of

driving. Automatic transmission dipstick Servicing Your Ranger If your original equipment
universal joints are replaced with universal joints equipped with grease fittings, lubrication will
be necessary at the intervals shown in the Maintenance Schedule and Record booklet. Page
Brake Fluid If the fluid is low, carefully clean and remove the cap from the reservoir. While the
engine idles, turn the steering wheel back and forth several times. Make sure that the cap
assembly is installed at this time. Turn the engine off. Page Check the fluid level on the dipstick
which is highlighted in yellow in your vehicle. Do not overfill. When you are finished, put the
dipstick back in and make sure that it fits snugly. Page If the power steering fluid is low, do not
drive your vehicle for a long period of time before adding fluid. This can damage the power
steering pump. Page Servicing Your Ranger Page 40 amp - orange, 50 amp - red, 60 amp -blue.
Always disconnect the battery before servicing high current fuses. Ford recommends that high
current fuses be replaced by a qualified technician. Always replace the cover to the Power
Distribution Box before reconnecting the battery or refilling fluid reservoirs. Page Power
distribution box Checking and Replacing Fuses If you need to check a fuse, follow these steps:
Find the fuse panel, which is located in the left end of the instrument panel. The power
distribution box described earlier in this section is found in the engine compartment, mounted
on a bracket attached to the left fender apron. Page If the fuse continues to blow, have your
electrical system checked. Relays Relays are devices which recieve signals from components
or systems. After receiving signals, relays transfer these signals to activate or deactivate other
components or systems. Page Headlamp Bulb The headlamps on your vehicle use replaceable
bulbs. When the lamp burns out, simply replace the bulb, rather than the whole lamp. Grasp the
bulb only by its plastic base and do not touch the glass. Page Turn the headlamps on and make
sure that they work properly. If the headlamp was correctly aligned before you changed the
bulb, you should not need to align it again. Page Tail Lamp Bulb Removing the tail lamp bulb
Remove the four 4 screws retaining rear lamp to vehicle. Remove rear lamp. Remove socket
from lamp. Remove bulb from socket. Installing the tail lamp bulb Install tail lamp bulb in
socket. Install socket to lamp. Page Servicing Your Ranger Replacing the tail lamp bulb Page
Bulb Specifications Page Emission Control System Avoid running out of fuel. Do not turn off the
ignition while your vehicle is moving, especially at high speeds. Have the services listed in your
Maintenance Schedule and Record booklet performed according to the specified schedule.
Page Do not park, idle, or drive your vehicle in dry grass or other dry ground cover. The
emission system heats up the engine compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire.
On vehicles without original equipment floor covering or insulation, do not let passengers ride
in your truck in a manner that allows contact between skin and the metal floor. Page Servicing
Your Ranger Never use a metal exhaust collector when you service your vehicle. Do not drive
your vehicle if it does not operate properly. See your dealer if the engine runs on for more than
five seconds after you shut it off or if it misfires, surges, stalls, or backfires. If any steps are
interrupted, repeat the preceding step. Any safe driving mode is acceptable between steps.
Always drive vehicle in safe manner according to traffic conditions and obey all traffic laws.
Bring the vehicle back to idle. Idle in drive manual transmissions use 5th gear for 40 seconds.
OBD II drive cycle has been completed. Vehicle can be turned off when convenient. Page
Motorcraft Parts Page Vehicle Storage Vehicle Storage Maintenance Tips If you plan on storing
your vehicle for an extended period of time 60 days or more , refer to the following maintenance
recommendations to ensure your vehicle stays in good operating condition. General Store all
vehicles in a dry, ventilated place. Protect from sunlight, if possible. Page Ford Gas Stabilizer
should be added whenever actual or expected storage periods exceed 60 days. Follow the
instructions on the label. The vehicle should then be operated at idle speed to circulate the
additive throughout the fuel system. Page Battery Check and recharge as necessary. Keep
connections clean and covered with a light coat of grease. Brakes Make sure brakes and
parking brake are fully released. Tires Maintain recommended air pressure. Miscellaneous Make
sure all linkages, cables, levers and clevis pins under vehicle are covered with grease to
prevent rust. Page Accessory position on the ignition Additives, engine oil Air bag
supplemental restraint system and child safety seats. Page Audio system see Electronic sound
system.. Autolamp system see Headlamps Automatic transmission driving an automatic
overdrive Page Brakes continued fluid, checking and adding Page Child safety seats and air
bags Page Index Crankcase emission filter Cruise control see Speed control Page Dashboard
see Instrument panel Daytime running light system Defects, reporting Defrost, windshield. Page
Emergencies, roadside assistance Page Exhaust fumes Extended Service Plan, Ford Page Fuel
calculating fuel economy Page Gas cap see Fuel cap Gas mileage see Fuel economy.. Gasoline
see Fuel Gauges, Electronic engine coolant temperature gauge. Idle relearning Ignition chime.
Page Lamps checking Page Maintenance schedule and record see separate Maintenance
Schedule and Record booklet.. Maintenance see Servicing Manual transmission clutch

Overseas offices Panic alarm feature, remote entry system. Remote entry system arming and
disarming the anti-theft system. Page Safety restraints continued maintenance Page Spare tire
continued changing the tire Page Tailgate Tail lamps bulb replacement Page Transfer case fluid
checking Transmission automatic operation. Page Warm engine, starting Page Windshield
defrosting Windshield washer fluid and wipers checking and adding fluid. This manual is also
suitable for: ranger Ranger Ranger ranger. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete.
Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from
URL. For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best
option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE
replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable
brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
wiring 4 way switch diagram
tuarus sho
c0050 abs code
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Locking Hub part. Returns Policy. Quantity
Sold. Shop Ford Ranger Locking Hub. Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: M Product Details Notes : Black Housing; 4. Part
Number: TER Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results. Featured Brands. Reviews
Questions, Answers. Teraflex Locking Hub - Kit Manufacturer Replacement Locking Hub - Set of
2. May 13, Howard Lanier. Purchased on Apr 22, Mar 23, Great buy! Marcos Mendez. Purchased
on Mar 02, Jun 10, New hubs They were expensive and I am not sure if the quality is up to what
they cost I have yet to really use them for 4wd so we will see how they hold up Purchased on
Apr 07, Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

